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Ever wondered about the small, chirpy birds you see
fluttering around in the garden? They might just be finches!
These tiny creatures are a burst of color, with feathers that can
be red, yellow, or even green depending on the type. They're
usually about the same size as a teacup, so they're pretty easy to
spot when they're hopping around in search of food. And their
beaks are shaped like a triangle, perfect for cracking open
seeds, which is their favorite meal.

Speaking of meals, finches have a pretty interesting diet.
They love to munch on seeds, but they also eat fruits, buds, and
even insects! This diverse diet helps them stay healthy and
strong, allowing them to fly long distances. Different types of
finches may have slightly different diets based on where they
live and what food is available.

Now, you might be wondering where these little birds live. Finches can be found all over the
world, from the cold regions of Canada to the warm tropics of South America. They usually build
their nests in trees or shrubs, where they can stay safe from predators. Some finches even prefer to live
near humans, as our gardens and parks provide plenty of food and safe nesting spots.

When it comes to interacting with other animals, finches
are pretty peaceful. They often live in small groups and get
along well with other bird species. However, if a predator
like a cat or a large bird comes near, they will quickly fly
away to safety. Who knew that such small creatures could
lead such interesting lives, right?
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Solve each problem.

Use the article to answer the question.
1) What is a finch's favorite meal?

A. Berries B. Seeds

C. Grass D. Worms

2) What are the different colors of finches' feathers?
A. Orange, pink, or gold B. Red, yellow, or green

C. Blue, purple, or black D. White, gray, or brown

3) What do finches do when a predator comes near?
A. They fly away B. They attack

C. They release a loud screech D. They play dead

4) Which choice do finches NOT usually eat?
A. Insects B. Buds

C. Fruits D. Bark

5) What do finches use their triangle-shaped beaks ideal for?
A. Drinking water B. Cracking open seeds

C. Build nests D. Attack predators

6) Where in the world can you find finches?
A. All over the world B. Only in Africa

C. Only in Asia D. Only in Europe

7) Why do some finches prefer to live near humans?
A. Finches enjoy urban architecture. B. Our gardens and parks offer plenty of

food and safe nesting spots.

C. Humans sing songs that attract
finches.

D. Humans provide entertainment for
finches.

8) Where might finches build their nests?
A. Roofs B. Ground

C. Shrubs D. Caves

9) How do finches usually live?
A. In pairs B. In small groups

C. In large groups D. Alone

Determine if the statements is something the animal would say (W) or it it is not something
the animal would say (N).
10) "I don't live in trees or shrubs, I prefer caves."

11) "I build nests on the ground."

12) "My beak is the perfect shape for eating my favorite food... seeds."

13) "Did you know that sometimes I build my nests in shrubs instead of trees? It's safer
sometimes."
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14) "I am usually a dull color."

15) "Good news for me, I get along with other birds if the place we live in has enough space to
share!"

16) "At the sight of any danger, like a cat, I will quickly flap my wings escape to safety."

17) "I can't crack open seeds. This is why I prefer to eat soft fruits."

18) "I am the smallest bird in North America, about the size of a dime!"

19) "I don't like the tropics, it is too warm for me"

20) "I live exclusively in the desert."

21) "I always make sure to build my nest in an area where I'm not going to end up as
someone's lunch."

22) "I love living in groups with my fellow finches."

23) "My food often includes seeds but sometimes I like fruits, buds, and even insects!"\n"

24) "All of us finches enjoy different food based on where we live."

25) "I avoid fruits, I only eat seeds."

26) "I am very small, about the same size as an apple so you can easily spot me."

27) "You can find me in cold Canada or warm South America, I'm not too picky about where I
live."

Determine if the statement is a fact or opinion based on the information in the article.
28) Finches usually make their homes in trees or shrubs.

29) It's amazing that such tiny creatures like finches can crack open seeds with their beaks.

30) Finches can be found living everywhere from the cold areas of Canada to the warm
regions of South America.

31) Finches are the prettiest birds in the world with their colorful feathers.

32) Finches can come in a variety of colors including red, yellow, and green.

33) Hearing the chirping of finches in the garden is the most relaxing sound.

34) Finches are generally peaceful birds that can live in small groups and get along well with
other bird species.

35) The beak of a finch is triangular and is very useful in cracking open seeds.

36) The size of finches makes them the cutest among all birds.

37) It is fascinating how such a small bird can fly long distances.

Determine if the statement is true or false.
38) Finches may live in small groups.

39) Unlike other birds Finches' do not build nests.

40) Finches have different diets based on where they live.

41) The finch is one of the largest birds in the world.

42) Finches favorite meal is seeds.

43) Finches only eat seeds.

44) Finches often live in groups of thousands.
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45) Finches can only be found in the cold regions of Canada.

46) Finches can be found in the cold regions of Canada.

47) Finches usually build their nests in trees or shrubs.

Determine if the sentence is a declarative(d), exclamatory(e), interrogative(i) or
imperative(m).
48) Some finches can live up to 10 years in the wild.

49) Finches can live up to 10 years in captivity, that's almost as old as you are!

50) Did you know that the smallest finch is the Andean Siskin, it's only 4 inches long!

51) Did you know that the Zebra Finch is one of the most common pet birds, they must be
great companions!

52) It's incredible how the Domestic Canary, a type of finch, can sing such beautiful songs!

53) Finches build nests to lay their eggs and raise their chicks.

54) How many eggs do finches lay?

55) It's astonishing how many types of finches exist, over 200!

56) Finches can be found in many parts of the world, including North America, South
America, Africa, and Australia.

57) What colors are finches?

58) Charles Darwin studied finches for his theory of evolution, that's groundbreaking!

59) What do finches eat?

60) The Cordon Bleu Finch can dance, that's so funny to imagine!

61) It's amazing that the Pintail Whydah can mimic the songs of other birds!

62) Finches have a diet mainly of seeds, it's hard to believe they can survive on that alone!

63) The Gouldian Finch changes its feather colors with the seasons, how cool!
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Ever wondered about the small, chirpy birds you see
fluttering around in the garden? They might just be finches!
These tiny creatures are a burst of color, with feathers that can
be red, yellow, or even green depending on the type. They're
usually about the same size as a teacup, so they're pretty easy to
spot when they're hopping around in search of food. And their
beaks are shaped like a triangle, perfect for cracking open
seeds, which is their favorite meal.

Speaking of meals, finches have a pretty interesting diet.
They love to munch on seeds, but they also eat fruits, buds, and
even insects! This diverse diet helps them stay healthy and
strong, allowing them to fly long distances. Different types of
finches may have slightly different diets based on where they
live and what food is available.

Now, you might be wondering where these little birds live. Finches can be found all over the
world, from the cold regions of Canada to the warm tropics of South America. They usually build
their nests in trees or shrubs, where they can stay safe from predators. Some finches even prefer to live
near humans, as our gardens and parks provide plenty of food and safe nesting spots.

When it comes to interacting with other animals, finches
are pretty peaceful. They often live in small groups and get
along well with other bird species. However, if a predator
like a cat or a large bird comes near, they will quickly fly
away to safety. Who knew that such small creatures could
lead such interesting lives, right?
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Solve each problem.

Use the article to answer the question.
1) What is a finch's favorite meal?

A. Berries B. Seeds

C. Grass D. Worms

2) What are the different colors of finches' feathers?
A. Orange, pink, or gold B. Red, yellow, or green

C. Blue, purple, or black D. White, gray, or brown

3) What do finches do when a predator comes near?
A. They fly away B. They attack

C. They release a loud screech D. They play dead

4) Which choice do finches NOT usually eat?
A. Insects B. Buds

C. Fruits D. Bark

5) What do finches use their triangle-shaped beaks ideal for?
A. Drinking water B. Cracking open seeds

C. Build nests D. Attack predators

6) Where in the world can you find finches?
A. All over the world B. Only in Africa

C. Only in Asia D. Only in Europe

7) Why do some finches prefer to live near humans?
A. Finches enjoy urban architecture. B. Our gardens and parks offer plenty of

food and safe nesting spots.

C. Humans sing songs that attract
finches.

D. Humans provide entertainment for
finches.

8) Where might finches build their nests?
A. Roofs B. Ground

C. Shrubs D. Caves

9) How do finches usually live?
A. In pairs B. In small groups

C. In large groups D. Alone

Determine if the statements is something the animal would say (W) or it it is not something
the animal would say (N).
10) "I don't live in trees or shrubs, I prefer caves."

11) "I build nests on the ground."

12) "My beak is the perfect shape for eating my favorite food... seeds."

13) "Did you know that sometimes I build my nests in shrubs instead of trees? It's safer
sometimes."
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14) "I am usually a dull color."

15) "Good news for me, I get along with other birds if the place we live in has enough space to
share!"

16) "At the sight of any danger, like a cat, I will quickly flap my wings escape to safety."

17) "I can't crack open seeds. This is why I prefer to eat soft fruits."

18) "I am the smallest bird in North America, about the size of a dime!"

19) "I don't like the tropics, it is too warm for me"

20) "I live exclusively in the desert."

21) "I always make sure to build my nest in an area where I'm not going to end up as
someone's lunch."

22) "I love living in groups with my fellow finches."

23) "My food often includes seeds but sometimes I like fruits, buds, and even insects!"\n"

24) "All of us finches enjoy different food based on where we live."

25) "I avoid fruits, I only eat seeds."

26) "I am very small, about the same size as an apple so you can easily spot me."

27) "You can find me in cold Canada or warm South America, I'm not too picky about where I
live."

Determine if the statement is a fact or opinion based on the information in the article.
28) Finches usually make their homes in trees or shrubs.

29) It's amazing that such tiny creatures like finches can crack open seeds with their beaks.

30) Finches can be found living everywhere from the cold areas of Canada to the warm
regions of South America.

31) Finches are the prettiest birds in the world with their colorful feathers.

32) Finches can come in a variety of colors including red, yellow, and green.

33) Hearing the chirping of finches in the garden is the most relaxing sound.

34) Finches are generally peaceful birds that can live in small groups and get along well with
other bird species.

35) The beak of a finch is triangular and is very useful in cracking open seeds.

36) The size of finches makes them the cutest among all birds.

37) It is fascinating how such a small bird can fly long distances.

Determine if the statement is true or false.
38) Finches may live in small groups.

39) Unlike other birds Finches' do not build nests.

40) Finches have different diets based on where they live.

41) The finch is one of the largest birds in the world.

42) Finches favorite meal is seeds.

43) Finches only eat seeds.

44) Finches often live in groups of thousands.
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45) Finches can only be found in the cold regions of Canada.

46) Finches can be found in the cold regions of Canada.

47) Finches usually build their nests in trees or shrubs.

Determine if the sentence is a declarative(d), exclamatory(e), interrogative(i) or
imperative(m).
48) Some finches can live up to 10 years in the wild.

49) Finches can live up to 10 years in captivity, that's almost as old as you are!

50) Did you know that the smallest finch is the Andean Siskin, it's only 4 inches long!

51) Did you know that the Zebra Finch is one of the most common pet birds, they must be
great companions!

52) It's incredible how the Domestic Canary, a type of finch, can sing such beautiful songs!

53) Finches build nests to lay their eggs and raise their chicks.

54) How many eggs do finches lay?

55) It's astonishing how many types of finches exist, over 200!

56) Finches can be found in many parts of the world, including North America, South
America, Africa, and Australia.

57) What colors are finches?

58) Charles Darwin studied finches for his theory of evolution, that's groundbreaking!

59) What do finches eat?

60) The Cordon Bleu Finch can dance, that's so funny to imagine!

61) It's amazing that the Pintail Whydah can mimic the songs of other birds!

62) Finches have a diet mainly of seeds, it's hard to believe they can survive on that alone!

63) The Gouldian Finch changes its feather colors with the seasons, how cool!

1-10 95 90 85 80 75 70 65 60 55 50
11-20 45 40 35 30 25 20 15 10 5 0
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1. B

2. B

3. A

4. D

5. B

6. A

7. B

8. C

9. B

10. false

11. false

12. true

13. true

14. false

15. true

16. true

17. false

18. false

19. false

20. false

21. true

22. true

23. true

24. true

25. false

26. true

27. true

28. fact

29. opinion

30. fact

31. opinion

32. fact

33. opinion

34. fact

35. fact

36. opinion

37. opinion

38. true

39. false

40. true

41. false

42. true

43. false

44. false

45. false

46. true

47. true

48. declarative

49. exclamatory

50. exclamatory

51. exclamatory

52. exclamatory

53. declarative

54. interrogative

55. exclamatory

56. declarative

57. interrogative

58. exclamatory

59. interrogative

60. exclamatory

61. exclamatory

62. exclamatory

63. exclamatory
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Solve each problem.

Use the article to answer the question.
1) What is a finch's favorite meal? (paragraph 1)

A. B. Seeds

C. D.

2) What are the different colors of finches' feathers? (paragraph 1)

A. Orange, pink, or gold B. Red, yellow, or green

C. D.

3) What do finches do when a predator comes near? (paragraph 4)

A. They fly away B. They attack

C. D.

4) Which choice do finches NOT usually eat? (paragraph 2)

A. Insects B. Buds

C. D. Bark

5) What do finches use their triangle-shaped beaks ideal for? (paragraph 1)

A. Drinking water B. Cracking open seeds

C. D.

6) Where in the world can you find finches? (paragraph 3)

A. All over the world B.

C. D.

7) Why do some finches prefer to live near humans? (paragraph 3)

A. B. Our gardens and parks offer plenty of
food and safe nesting spots.

C. D.

8) Where might finches build their nests? (paragraph 3)

A. B. Ground

C. Shrubs D.

9) How do finches usually live? (paragraph 4)

A. In pairs B. In small groups

C. D.

Determine if the statements is something the animal would say (W) or it it is not something
the animal would say (N).
10) "I don't live in trees or shrubs, I prefer caves." (paragraph 3)

11) "I build nests on the ground." (paragraph 3)
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12) "My beak is the perfect shape for eating my favorite food... seeds." (paragraph 1)

1-10 92 83 75 67 58 50 42 33 25 17
11-12 8 0
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